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Abstract
China has entered the stage of excess supply, which provides a material basis
for sharing economy. In order to solve the backward management information of the existing catering enterprises, the idle and wasteful problems of
human technology, restaurant spaces and food resources, this paper studies
and develops a shared restaurant platform based on cloud computing, aiming
at overcoming the shortcomings of existing restaurant management, and
further integrating and optimizing the food and beverage supply chain resources. Integrating the idea of “sharing economy”, this paper proposes a
shared restaurant business model, and uses cloud computing to integrate and
share software and hardware resources and information to build a shared
restaurant platform, through designing three different subsystems of the
client, restaurants management background, and platform management
background to complete the phased management of shared restaurant platform. Researches develop a shared restaurant platform based on cloud computing, and achieve to make full use of sharing of empty tables, chefs, material, recipes and other resources, provide users with standard, unified and personalized gourmet experience at the same time, and achieve food culture and
wealth investment integration.
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1. Introduction
Shared economy is a new economic form based on the rapid development of the
Internet, which has changed the traditional mode of resource using and business
model. Through the sharing of surplus assets between people, the idle resources
will be used, so as to enhance economic and social benefits, and thus to reconDOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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struct social relations and innovate social system. At present, the shared economy is developing and permeating all walks of life, and has rapidly risen to become the new kinetic energy of leveraging economic and social development.
The popularization of open data and mobile Internet provides technical conditions for optimizing the allocation of resources on the shared economic platform. Hunger breeds discontentment; shared economy has very big development
space in the catering industry; catering enterprises generally existing information management lags behind, is still difficult to supply chain resources integration and optimization, which caused the restaurants’ human technology, food
and space resources to waste. And people have higher requirements for dining
environment, experience and other aspects. The fierce competition in the catering market will require the catering enterprises to continuously refine the management technology, accumulate the brand value, integrate the resources, and
expand the financing channels [1]. The rapid development of various catering
O2O platform models is needed in order to overcome the shortcomings of the
traditional restaurant management [2]. The general catering O2O platform can
only achieve online payment and restaurant consumption [3]. They can’t share
the resources of restaurants, chefs, ingredients, recipes, and can’t provide users
with a comprehensive daily food and beverage record and provide personalized
management and guidance according to the nutritional and healthy status of users, so the stickiness of the system is not enough and it is difficult to analyze and
make decisions on the catering of the users [4] [5]. This paper integrates the idea
of “shared economy”, proposes a shared restaurant business model, and uses
cloud computing to integrate and share software and hardware resources and
information to build a cloud platform for shared restaurants.

2. Business Model of Shared Restaurant
2.1. Operating Model of Shared Restaurant
The shared restaurant is joined by a large number of high-end restaurants,
campus restaurants, etc., With such restaurants attendance are not high, use the
idle space in the restaurant, through the shared platform to integrate the
real-time and available resource supply information and demand information of
consumer meal, through the big data algorithm accurate matching and connection, achieve mutual benefit between supply side and demand side. Provide
shared restaurant brands for franchised restaurants, and provide safe, convenient and affordable catering services for consumers, and create high quality and
healthy brand reputation.
Shared restaurant’s business and consumer resource information integration
is in the shared platform to complete. Franchise restaurant need to upload recipes to the merchant version platform, and to update the available table number
and seat, as well as for the sharing of ingredients and other information on the
platform. Consumers recharge the platform to become members, and can enjoy
coupons and member points and other preferential, and through the platform to
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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settle the payment of meal costs. Members input the filter condition on the platform according to the meal demand, such as meal time, number of people, price,
taste and other information. Franchise restaurant to look over real-time sharing
of ingredients, chefs and other resources on merchant version platform, and buy
the rest of the restaurant’s leftover ingredients, or rent the chef shared by the
shared platform.
The shared restaurant is mainly divided into three different forms, the
high-end restaurants, the campus restaurants and the internal guest experience
stores, as shown in Figure 1. The high-end restaurants have comfortable restaurant environment, high level of chefs, but because of the high price, there are a
lot of idle resources in the restaurant. Members invest in a high-end restaurant,
and become a shared restaurant partner, can participate in the management of
this high-end restaurant, and share the operating profit of the restaurant. The
campus restaurants are usually invested by universities. The restaurants are
strictly supervised by food safety, but their professional level and energy consumption are not high, and the tastes are often not as good as the professional
restaurant. Shared restaurant provide an opportunity for college students to start
businesses. Students invest in a campus restaurant, participate in the restaurant
menu development and cuisine hot spot analysis, and share the profits of the
campus restaurant. Students with computer technology can participate in the
development of shared platform and share the operating profit of the operating
company after becoming a partner. The internal guest experience store is invested and operated by the operating company. It is a shared restaurant dedicated to the appointment of important customers and the internal personnel of
the operation company. For investment-oriented members or intentions of the
restaurants, shared restaurant provide excellent materials, as well as high-end
customized tableware experience. Franchise restaurants can buy agri-food base
of the famous gifted materials or tableware company’s custom tableware, to
achieve high-end specialties, tableware sharing. The business model diagram of
shared restaurant based on cloud platform is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Profit Mode of Shared Restaurant
First, the shared platform provides shared restaurant brands for restaurants,
brings more consumers and higher profits (estimated turnover increased by
20%, profits increased by more than 30%), and gains 10% Commission of shared
restaurant turnover. Second, shared restaurant member system attract consumers through coupons and membership points, cultivate users’ spending habits,
increase users stickiness. Third, for the consumers who are in need of food
health, the platform provides experts’ diet nutrition analysis and personalized
catering service, and collects certain fees on schedule. In addition, shared restaurant platform will push out famous, special, good ingredients in the platform
for shared restaurant to buy, as well as its chefs can be rented for share the restaurant, and extract the part of the proceeds.
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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Figure 1. Three different forms of shared restaurant.
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Figure 2. Business model diagram of shared restaurant based on cloud platform.

2.3. The Advantages of the Business Model of Shared Restaurant
Shared restaurant, sharing as the core competitiveness; sharing the brand with
the franchise restaurants, making the restaurant even as an individual restaurant
still enjoy the high-end brand to bring the customer source guarantee. With the
promotion of the brand, the franchise restaurants can get more channels of customers, not only limited to the original customers. Through the predetermined
function of the platform, manage restaurants more informatively and reduce the
table idle rate. For the low idle rate and popular restaurants, if they join the
shared restaurant, the brand will provides high-end tourists and enhance consumption, make restaurants increase profits on the basis of the original attendance rate. For consumers, shared restaurants provide consumers with more
convenient and secure food and beverage services to meet the needs of personalized and customized catering services. Membership system provides consumers
with substitute coupons and member points, make them enjoy more benefits at
the expense of shared restaurants. Compared with traditional restaurants, the
operation mode of shared restaurant O2O pays more attention to the integration
of online and offline resources, realizes the sharing of free restaurant resources
for consumers, and the sharing of idle resources such as food ingredients, chefs
and so on for restaurants.
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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3. Architecture and Function Design of Shared Restaurant
Platform on Cloud Computing
3.1. Shared Restaurant Platform Architecture Based on Cloud
Computing
The overall architecture of the platform is divided into four parts: terminal
equipment, service group, data storage and security protection. The terminal
consists of two modules, desktop devices and mobile devices. Load balancing
service for traffic distribution of multiple cloud servers is implemented by SLB
load balancing, and the availability of the application system is improved by eliminating single point of failure. Service cluster deployed by ECS server, realizes
flexible computing services, improves operation efficiency, and builds different
business modules based on Ali cloud VPC, constructs the complete isolation of
the cloud environment [6] [7]. Data storage uses RDS to store structured data,
OSS storage pictures and other unstructured data, to achieve massive, safe,
low-cost, reliable cloud storage services [8] [9]. Security protection is guaranteed
by cloud shield foundation protection, and real-time monitoring of the use of
resources by cloud monitoring [10] [11]. The platform overall structure is shown
in Figure 3, the terminal equipment as shared restaurant platform directly user
oriented interactive interface, receive service requests and large data analysis,
and finally feedback to the user results [12] [13] [14].
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ECS
Application

ECS
Application
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Virtual
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ECS Application cluster
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Figure 3. Platform overall structure.
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3.2. Functional Design of Shared Restaurant Platform
Application shared restaurant business model is around the platform to achieve,
through the sharing of cloud platform (online) integrated restaurants, chefs and
ingredients and recipes and other resources, it develops platform members to
join and experience shared restaurant (offline), achieves online and offline integration [15]. Therefore, the platform design goal is mainly to meet the restaurant
sales demand and the user’s ordering requirements, be easy to operate, so that
members and restaurants can be efficient and convenient to use the system various functions [16] [17].
Shared restaurant cloud platform mainly contains 3 subsystems, respectively,
client, restaurant management background, platform management background.
The overall structure of the platform system function diagram is shown in
Figure 4.
Member centre
Meal booking
Chef style
Client

Featured materials
Partner recruitment
Shop opening
application
Basic information
Dishes management
Booking setting
Discount management

Shared resturant

Resturant management
background

Order management
Comments
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Figure 4. Overall structure diagram of platform system function.
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3.2.1. Client
1) Member center module
The member center module is composed of four small modules, and its
member information management is shown in Figure 5: the user name, user
head portrait, account balance, integral, membership level are displayed on the
page. Users can enter personal information module, set up and modify their own
information, including login information and personal information. Users can
enter the order management module, check all orders, and evaluate the orders
which are not evaluated, such as dishes, restaurants evaluation. Users can enter
the collection management module, view and modify the personal collection of
restaurants, ingredients, recipes, chef list. The user can enter the personal account module, the user can use WeChat, Alipay and other prepaid accounts to
recharge, account balance can be used to consume on the platform, have coupon
and integral, including the rules of coupon use, the amount of discount coupons,
period of using. History accumulated integral (used to judge the user’s membership level), and can redeem coupons with membership integral. The relevant
interface of the APP is shown in Figure 6.
Order Management
history order ,current order
(Order status,resturant,
dishes,quantity,order
amount),comments

Personal Information
Username, password,
gender, birthday,
membership, level

Member
Collection Management
Restaurant
list,food,material list,
menu list,chef list

Personal Account
Account recharge,account
balance,coupon,points,
points exchange

Figure 5. Member information.

Figure 6. Interface of the APP.
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2) Meal booking module
Online meal booking service is implemented, including restaurant selection,
date and time booking, room selection, dishes selection, online payment. Users
have two ways to choose, one is booking meal, two is outgoing meal. Meal
booking process: the user enters the restaurant list page to select the restaurant,
then chooses whether to order a meal or deliver a meal. If you choose to book
order meal, then it will jump to the relevant page for to order the meal time,
number of people, room number, dishes, and fill in the user contact information;
If you choose outgoing meal, then it will jump to the relevant page for user to
choose dishes, and fill in the contact, delivery time, address，as shown in Figure
7. After the completion of the meal ordering, the system will automatically generate orders and calculate the amount of payment, the user clicks to confirm
payment, complete payment.
3) Chef style module
On chef style page, the platform will show the popular chef information, including the chef picture, name, and a brief introduction. Choose the chef process
as shown in Figure 8: When the users enter the chef style page, you will see the
chef list on the platform. Users can click on their favorite chef and have a detailed understanding of the chef, including the chef’s detailed personal information, restaurant information, and the characteristic dishes of the chef. You can
select the chef after the understanding is completed, and click to enter the chef’s
restaurant ordered meal page, complete the meal.
4) Featured materials module
Featured materials module has two small modules, classified materials, popular materials recommendation. Featured materials module will be divided into 5
categories of poultry meat, aquatic products, vegetables, fruits, grain oil category,
popular materials recommendation module will display daily, weekly, monthly
popular materials recommendation. The user can choose the specific materials
to know about details, including materials sources, processing, nutrition, efficacy, price and other information. In the full understanding of the materials, the
users can purchase required materials on online, or make an appointment to the
restaurant to ask the chef to cook dish, then enjoy eating.
5) Partner recruitment module

Figure 7. Booking information.

Chef list
(detail information)

Restaurant of chef

Restaurant
reservation page

Figure 8. Choose the chef process.
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In the partner recruitment page, the information of partner recruitment will
be displayed in graphic form, including the recruitment conditions of partners,
the responsibilities and rights of partners enjoy; the reward policies of the platform to partners, and the relevant recruitment procedures. If the users of the
platform have the intention to join, they can fill in the corresponding application
and submit it to the platform administrator for verification. After the audit is
successful, the users can identify the contract with the platform and become a
platform partner.
3.2.2. Restaurant Management Background
1) Shop opening application and basic information module
Shop opening application module is designed for restaurants, users enter the
application page, submit the identity certificate and business license, and fill in
the shop address, contact information, transfer methods. Determine the commission after the administrator audits.
Basic information module is divided into basic restaurant information (address, size, main food and beverage content, license, etc.), restaurant chef information, restaurant dishes information, restaurant table information and other
small modules. Restaurants can view, add, delete, and modify the basic information of restaurants in real time.
2) Dishes management module
Dishes management module includes the two small modules, Information
management, dishes classification. The restaurants can view, add, delete, modify
the menu information, classified management of new dishes, such as home
cooking, soup, vegetable dish, meat dish, etc. Shop administrator adds menu information as shown in Figure 9 include: the basic information of dishes (dishes
name, type, price, introduction, cover image, hot dishes, discount information),
detailed information (such as materials of food, name, amount, sources, cooking
steps, dishes nutrition and efficacy).
3) Booking setting module
The restaurant administrators need to maintain the booking information of
the booking page for the client. Set the date and time period of the restaurant
which can be scheduled, room number, set the number of guests (such as 5 - 8,
more than 8 people) who can choose a room, the minimum consumption of different number of people for the user to choose. Such as restaurants set up 18:00 20:00 in September 21, 2017, room 1. The number of diners can choose 5 - 8
people, 8 - 10 people, more than 10 people. The minimum amount of consumption corresponding to the number of people is 500, 800, 1000. The booking data
relation is shown in Figure 10.
4) Discount management module
Restaurants can set up discount information, including discount activity time,
discount rules, discount object restrictions, consumption integral calculation
methods, coupons distribution methods and other settings. The discount rules
are mainly filled down rules, which are defined by restaurants.
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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Figure 9. Dishes information.
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Figure 10. Booking data relation graph.

5) Order management module
In the merchant background order management page, the merchant administrator can look over the information of the new order; the order is divided into
the booking order and the outgoing order. According to the user’s behavior, the
order status is processed synchronously, and the order status is modified. For
example, the user completes the booking dishes and online payment, and the
user completes the meal at the restaurant, and the status is “paid” and “consumed”. For outgoing meal, correspondingly, set the “orders received” and
“served” status.
6) Comments management module
The merchants receive the user’s comments and feedback information on the
platform, and give sincere thanks to the users’ good comments, or patiently explained poor comments for users. If it is indeed the fault of the restaurant, the
restaurant should give users a certain discount. For some malicious comments
feedback, the restaurant can report, and information can be deleted after verification by the platform administrator.
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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7) Chef style information maintenance module
Restaurants can add, modify, and delete chef information. Chef information,
including chef name, personal resume, chef’s characteristics of dishes. Chef and
restaurant dishes, cooks and dishes have a corresponding relationship. Restaurants
and cooks are one-to-many relationship, cooks and dishes are one-to-many relationship.
3.2.3. Platform Management Background
1) Account opening review module
After receiving the account opening application, the platform administrator
needs to strictly examine and audit the information submitted by the restaurants. If the information is verified correctly, the platform administrator should
take the initiative to conduct online negotiation with the restaurants, emphasize
the important information after the restaurant enters the platform. After merchants agree, they can enter the platform and their business information is inputted into the background system.
2) Member management module
The platform administrators need to be responsible for the members of the
platform, and the administrators need to audit and manage the membership information to ensure the safety and reliability of the member’s personal information, protect the privacy of the members, and prevent the information leakage.
Administrators can view, add, delete, modify member information, reflect the
behavior of members in a timely manner.
3) Business management module
Business management module includes restaurant classifying, restaurant
managing information and restaurant administrator information. The restaurants are divided into large, medium and small restaurants, and platform puts
forward different requirements for different scale restaurants, different financial
management. Timely reflect the information modified by the restaurants themselves, synchronously modify and update the restaurants, restaurant administrators information, prompt services for the expired business contract expires,
delete the restaurant of non-renewal.
4) Chef information maintenance module
Platform administrator should add, delete, modify chef information according
to restaurant behavior, timely manage and maintain chef information, and the
real-time modified chef information is sent back to the client of the platform
synchronously through the server for the members to view, select and make
booking.
5) Featured materials management module
According to the information provided by the restaurants, the platform administrator can classify and manage the special materials, collect and manage the
popular materials such as daily, weekly and monthly hot material, timely process
the information of the materials modified or added by the restaurants through
the server, and synchronously feedback to the platform client for users to buy,
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2018.812155
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book.
6) Recruitment information maintenance module
The platform administrator can continuously update and perfect the information about partner recruitment according to the change of national policy and
market demand, such as the recruitment conditions of partners, the responsibilities and rights enjoyed by partners, the platform reward policies of partners and
the related recruitment procedures and other information to attract more partners.

4. Conclusion
In order to meet the restaurant sales demand and the users’ ordering requirements, so that members and restaurants can be efficient and convenient to operate, this paper provides a shared restaurant platform based on cloud computing,
and integrates the idea of “sharing economy” to propose a shared restaurant
business model, including the shared restaurants operating model, profit mode,
and the advantages of the business model. The platform technology architecture
is developed by using the characteristics and advantages of cloud computing, including four parts of terminal equipment, service group, data storage and security protection. Finally, design the detailed function modules of the system and
the flow chart of the specific function modules. This research is aimed at solving
the existing restaurant management defects, further integrating and optimizing
the food and beverage supply chain resources. We use three function subsystems
of client, restaurants management background, and platform management
background to build shared restaurant platform system. Make full use of shared
resources (empty tables, chefs, ingredients, recipes, etc.) on the Internet, and
develop platform members to join and experience shared restaurant (offline),
and truly achieve O2O (online and offline) integration, achieve food culture and
wealth investment integration (tasting the added wealth of food). This paper
puts forward the concept model of shared restaurant. Through cloud computing
technology, related businesses in the takeaway industry chain, such as food and
beverage raw material producers, suppliers and catering service providers, are
brought into the new ecological cooperation model to form a new ecosystem.
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